Curiosity Community Communication and Emotional Awareness

English

Welcome to Year 5’s Autumn Term 2021 overview.
This term, we will be learning about:
Maths
Science

We’ll start with a look at Tony
Bradman’s Viking Boy. This will help
support our History topic. This will
provide the chance to explore such
writing as diaries and letters. How
would you survive
as a Viking girl or
boy?

We’ll be looking at: Place
value, Addition,
Subtraction,
Multiplication and
Division, Statistics,
Perimeter and area. We’ll
be keeping the other
skills going and looking at
gap filling. Do practise
your times tables,
addition and subtraction
too.

In our opening topic – Properties of
materials – will take a look at hardness,
conductivity and transparency; solids,
liquids and gasses; creating and
separating solutions; as well as
reversible and irreversible changes.
Later, we’ll have a change to a study of
forces.
We’ll be working scientifically in all our
topics exploring the benefits of planning
and conducting experiments collecting
data and re-examining our ideas.

History

Computing

Religious Education and PSHE

Quite an exciting topic to start
with will be our look at Saxons and
Vikings. The First English people,
the effects of Viking invasions and
asking such questions as; Was
Alfred truly Great? And, What
was he thinking of when he burnt
those cakes?

Using Purple mash,
Coding will be explored
and developed as well as
ensuring we are safe, and
remain safe, on-line.

In RE we’ll take a look at the Qu-ran and
its importance to Islam. Then, in
Autumn 2, we’ll ask the question: Does
God communicate with Man?

P.E.
We aim to develop practical skills
in order to participate, compete
and lead a healthy lifestyle
through football and netball.
There may be a chance to develop
skills with gym and dance also.

Meanwhile in PHSE, we’ll explore
aspects of Me and My relationships;
Valuing Difference and Keeping Myself
Safe.
Music
French
We’ll revise numbers 1-31,
Using the Charanga website, we’ll
months, dates, the language
explore what makes an anthem with of birthday celebrations and
Livin’ on a prayer before turning to a some more Christmas
unit on the History of Jazz
vocabulary. Learners will use
the new language to
Art
understand and create
invitations, they will learn
Developing an effective use of
about how epiphany is
sketchbooks and studying art in
celebrated in France,
Islam to support our RE focus this
understand songs, stories
term.
and video about birthdays
and other celebrations.

